We show that to investigate the thermodynamic properties of charged phantom spherically symmetric anti-de-Sitter black holes, it is necessary to consider the cosmological constant as a thermodynamic variable so that the corresponding fundamental equation is a homogeneous function defined on an extended equilibrium space. We explore all the thermodynamic properties of this class of black holes by using the classical physical approach, based upon the analysis of the fundamental equation, and the alternative mathematical approach as proposed in geometrothermodynamics.
I. INTRODUCTION
In theoretical physics, phantom fields are obtained usually as solutions to field equations which follow from the variation of Lagrangian densities with negative kinetic terms. This kind of exotic fields have been investigated for many years, especially in the context of electromagnetic and scalar fields [1] . Although the study of phantom fields could seem to have only a pure theoretical motivation, recent cosmological observations have increased the interest in investigating their physical properties. Indeed, since the discovery of the acceleration of the Universe many different models have been proposed to explain such an unexpected behavior. One the main characteristics of the Universe acceleration is that it can be explained by assuming the existence of an effective field generating repulsive gravity between the elements of the Universe. A repulsive field would correspond in general relativity to a fluid with negative pressure, for instance. This is the main characteristic of the cosmological constant which is an essential ingredient of the ΛCDM model, the most popular cosmological model in Einstein gravity [2] . But this is not the only available explanation in Einstein gravity. If repulsive gravity is assumed to be also a part of general relativity, an alternative model can be developed in which no exotic matter is necessary, but the repulsion appears as a geometric effect that affects the evolution [3] . An alternative source of repulsive gravity in the context of exotic fields would be represented by a distribution with negative energy density, i.e., a phantom field. In fact, comparison with observational data [4, 5] suggests that a phantom field can explain the acceleration of our Universe. It is, therefore, very important to understand the physical properties of phantom fields in the framework of gravity theories.
Recently, a particular new phantom solution was obtained in the framework of the Einstein-Maxwell theory with cosmological constant [6] . The solution represents a spherically symmetric black hole with mass, cosmological constant and charge, as independent physical parameters. The first two parameters come from classical general relativity, but the charge is phantom. This is an important point because the phantom nature of the charge changes drastically the geometric and physical properties of the corresponding spacetime, as clearly shown in [6] . In particular, the thermodynamic properties of the new black hole were investigated by using two different approaches, namely, the classical physical approach of black hole thermodynamics [8] and the mathematical approach of geometrothermodynamics (GTD) [9] . In the special case of this phantom black hole, it was shown in [6] that these two approaches lead to different results. In particular, the points where phase transitions occur, as predicted by GTD, do not coincide with the phase transition structure found by analyzing the behavior of the corresponding heat capacity, which is the essential variable used in classical black hole thermodynamics in order to determine phase transitions. Then, the authors of [6] conclude that GTD fails to describe the thermodynamic properties of a phantom black hole. Indeed, classical black hole thermodynamics was established by assuming that the laws of thermodynamics are also valid for black holes, under the correct identification of the black hole thermodynamic variables, and consequently the properties of any particular black hole must be in agreement with the predictions of this approach. The formalism of GTD, on the contrary, is a geometric approach which uses the mathematical structure of classical thermodynamics in order to identify the equilibrium space as a Riemannian manifold whose geometric properties can be used alternatively to determine the thermodynamic properties of the corresponding physical system (for instance, phase transitions should correspond to curvature singularities). This implies that in case of divergent results, one should assume as correct the predictions of classical black hole thermodynamics.
The main goal of the present work is to show that the contradiction between classical thermodynamics and GTD, found in [6] , can be avoided by applying the fact that any thermodynamic system, even a phantom black hole, must be represented by a fundamental equation which is mathematically determined by a homogeneous function [7] . Indeed, we will show that for the fundamental function of the phantom black hole derived in [6] to be a homogeneous function, it is necessary to consider the cosmological constant as a thermodynamic variable. This implies that the corresponding equilibrium manifold must be 3-dimensional, instead of the 2-dimensional case investigated in [6] . Once the third thermodynamic dimension is taken into account the equivalence between classical black hole thermodynamics and GTD is recovered. Recently, using intuitive thermodynamic arguments, it has been suggested in [11] that the cosmological constant should be considered as an intensive thermodynamic variable so that the enthalpy, instead of the mass, should correspond to the energy of a black hole. The analysis presented here can be interpreted as an additional more formal mathematical argument towards a possible proof of the thermodynamic nature of the cosmological constant. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present the explicit form and review the main properties of the anti-de-Sitter black hole with phantom charge. In Sec. III, we analyze the fundamental equation of the phantom black hole and derive its main thermodynamic properties, considering the cosmological constant as an additional thermodynamic variable.
In Sec. IV, we perform a geometrothermodynamic analysis of the 3-dimensional equilibrium manifold of the phantom black hole, and show that the structure of its thermodynamic curvature leads to results which are equivalent to the ones obtained from the analysis of the corresponding heat capacity. This proves the compatibility between classical black hole thermodynamics and GTD. Finally, in Sec. V, we discuss our results.
II. AN ANTI-DE-SITTER BLACK HOLE WITH PHANTOM CHARGE
Consider the Einstein-Hilbert action with cosmological constant Λ, minimally coupled to the electromagnetic field [6] (we will use geometric units throughout this work)
where the constant η indicates the nature of the electromagnetic field. For η = 1, we obtain the classical Einstein-Maxwell theory, whereas for η = −1, the Maxwell field is phantom. The corresponding field equations are, in principle, equivalent to the Einstein-Maxwell system of differential equations. In particular, the constant η enters only the Maxwell energymomentum tensor at the level of the Einstein equations.
In the case of spherically symmetric spacetimes
a particular solution is given by
where q represents the electric charge of the source. This exact solution is regular in the entire spacetime, except at the origin r = 0 where a curvature singularity exists. It is asymptotically flat for any finite values of the parameters M, q and Λ = 0, and asymptotically anti-de-Sitter for Λ = 0. Moreover, it reduces to the Minkowski metric when all the parameters vanish. In this sense, this solution can be considered as physically meaningful. In the case of a phantom charge (η = −1), however, the energy contribution of the electromagnetic field to the action becomes negative and, therefore, it is interpreted as exotic matter.
The solution (2)- (3) corresponds to a black hole spacetime because of the presence of horizons. Indeed, the zeros of the function f (r) determine the location of the horizons. In general, one can show that the equation f (r) = 0 has two different roots which correspond to the radii of the horizons. In the case of a negative cosmological constant (anti-de-Sitter) and a phantom charge (η = −1), only one of the zeros, say r + , is positive. This implies that the condition
must be satisfied on the horizon. For η = 1, the case of the AdS-Reissner-Nordström black hole is recovered.
III. FUNDAMENTAL EQUATION AND THERMODYNAMICS
Classical black hole thermodynamics [8] is based upon the assumption of the validity of the laws of thermodynamics and the Hawking-Bekenstein entropy relation
where A is the area of the outer horizon. In the case of spherically symmetric spacetimes A = 4πr 2 + . Since the radius r + is obtained as a solution of the equation f (r) = 0, it should depend only on the parameters entering the function f (r). Then, Eq.(5) represents a relationship between the entropy S and the parameters M, Λ and q, i.e., it is a fundamental equation that relates all the parameters of the black hole. In concrete calculations, it is not always possible to solve explicitly the algebraic equation f (r) = 0. Instead, it is always possible to use the identity (4) to find the fundamental equation which in this case reduces
where for the sake of simplicity we have rescaled the entropy as S/π → S.
According to classical black hole thermodynamics [10] , the fundamental equation should be given by a homogeneous function of the extensive variables. On the other hand, the mathematical definition of a homogeneous function of n variables, say Φ(E a ), a = 1, . . . , n,
, where λ and β are real constants, and β indicates the degree of the homogeneous function. With Φ = M and E a = {S, q}, it is easy to see that the function (6) is not homogeneous. However, the idea of homogeneous functions admits further generalization [12] . Indeed, a function Φ(E a ) is called a generalized homogeneous function if it satisfies the condition
or, equivalently, Φ(λ αa E a ) = λ β Φ(E a ), where α 1 , . . . , α n are arbitrary real constants. Notice that the degree of generalized homogeneous functions can always be set equal to one. Indeed, if a function satisfies the relationship Φ(λ αa E a ) = λ β Φ(E a ), it is possible to introduce a new
, with a redefinition of the constant λ, the degree of Φ(E a ) is reduced to one. Alternatively, one can always introduce new coordinatesĒ a = (E a ) β/αa to obtain a first-degree generalized homogeneous function.
Consider now the fundamental equation (6) with the rescaling S → λ α S S and q → λ αq q.
One can easily show that it is not a generalized homogeneous function, unless we consider Λ as a thermodynamic variable which rescales as Λ → λ α Λ Λ. In this case, we obtain that if the conditions
are satisfied, the fundamental equation (6) is a generalized homogeneous function of degree β = α S /2. This proves that the cosmological constant must be considered as a thermodynamic variable in order for the phantom AdS black hole to be a thermodynamic system.
Notice that in order for the mass to be an extensive variable (not necessarily linear), β must be positive. Then, α S > 0 and α Λ < 0, implying that Λ is not an extensive variable. On the other hand, a fundamental equation like (6) should depend only on extensive variables.
To "convert" Λ into an extensive variable, it is sufficient to consider its inverse. To conserve the physical meaning of the parameters entering the fundamental equation (6), we therefore introduce the radius of curvature l as l 2 = −3/Λ, and obtain
where the radius of curvature l rescales as l → λ α S /2 l. This is now a fundamental equation which satisfies all the physical requirements. If we choose α S = 1, it corresponds to a generalized homogeneous function of degree 1/2, i.e.,
As mentioned before, the degree of any generalized harmonic function can be reduced to one, by choosing the variables appropriately. In the above case, it is sufficient to introduce the new entropy s = S 1/2 so that Eq.(9) reduces to
which is, in fact, a first-degree homogeneous function. This is, however, a mathematical reduction which can change the physical properties of the system due to the transformation involving the power of the entropy (for this reason we use a different notation for the mass).
We will see in the next section that using anyone of the fundamental equations (9) or (11), it is possible to avoid the contradictions found in [6] , when applying GTD to phantom black holes.
We will now explore the main thermodynamic properties of the phantom black hole under consideration in this work. First, let us note that the phantom mass function (9) can become negative for certain values of the entropy and curvature radius. Let us assume that S and l are positive. Then, for η = −1, we obtain that there exists a critical charge q c = S(l 2 + S)/l at which the mass vanishes. For values q > q c , the mass becomes negative. This exotic region appears as a result of the fact that the contribution of the electromagnetic energy is negative. The first law of black hole thermodynamics in this case
where T is the temperature of the black hole, L is the intensive variable dual to l, and A 0 is the electric potential which is in accordance with the Faraday 2-form (3). The intensive variable L = −(r + /l) 3 represents the ratio between the horizon and the curvature radii.
Finally, the temperature
is always positive for a phantom charge (η = −1), but can become negative otherwise. This means that a phantom black hole has no zero-temperature limit which, in this case, can be interpreted as an indication of the lack of phantom naked singularities.
IV. GEOMETROTHERMODYNAMIC APPROACH
The starting point of GTD is the thermodynamic phase space which is a (2n + 1)-dimensional Riemannian contact manifold (T , Θ, G), where T is a differential manifold, Θ is a contact form, i.e., Θ ∧ (dΘ) n = 0, and G a Riemannian metric. If we introduce in T the coordinates Z A = {Φ, E a , I a } with a = 1, . . . n and A = 0, . . . , 2n, according to Darboux theorem, the contact form Θ can be expressed as Θ = dΦ − δ ab I a dE b . In order to reproduce the Legendre invariance (independence of the chosen thermodynamic potential) of classical thermodynamics, the metric G must be invariant with respect to Legendre transformations [9, 13] . This is a problem because, in general, Legendre transformations do not constitute a group and, therefore, it is not possible to apply the standard methods of differential geometry to derive the most general Legendre invariant metric [14] . Nevertheless, it is possible to find particular solutions and impose physical requirements in order to derive quite general metrics which allows us to describe large classes of thermodynamic systems [15] [16] [17] . For instance, the metric
has been used to describe black hole thermodynamics. Indeed, the idea is to induce a Legendre invariant metric g = ϕ * (G) for an n−dimensional submanifold E ⊂ T by means of the pullback ϕ * which is associated with the smooth embedding map ϕ : E → T , and satisfies the condition ϕ * (Θ) = 0. If we choose the set {E a } as coordinates of E, then the embedding reads ϕ :
is the fundamental equation and the induced metric becomes (up to a multiplicative constant)
where η c a = diag(−1, 1, . . . , 1). Notice that here we have used the Euler identity in the form E a Φ ,a = βΦ for homogeneous functions of degree β. However, if Φ(E a ) is a generalized homogeneous function, the term (δ ab I a E b ) in Eq. (14) should be changed accordingly so that it induces the Euler identity in the form α a E a Φ ,a = α Φ Φ. This issue has been discussed in detail in [18] .
We now apply the above formalism to the case of phantom black holes. First, let us consider the first-degree homogeneous function (11) which is mathematically equivalent to the fundamental equation (9) . In this case, the metric (15) is 3-dimensional and can be expressed as
which leads to the following scalar curvature
N(s, q, l) = 9 s 8 (7
where we have used the relation η 2 = 1 to simplify the expressions. We see that there are two curvature singularities. The first one occurs when the condition (
is satisfied, which has real solutions in the phantom case. However, it is easy to see that this condition implies also that m = 0, which can be interpreted as unphysical, because in this case the first law of thermodynamics breaks down and the thermodynamic metric g is not defined at all. The second singularity implies that 3s 4 = −ηq 2 l 2 , which is valid only in the case of phantom black holes. According to the conjectures of GTD, this means that this phantom black hole undergoes a second-order phase transition, once the phantom charge is given by q = ± √ 3s 2 /l. To see if the theory of black hole thermodynamics predicts a similar behavior, we calculate the heat capacity [8] 
which indicates a second-order phase transition for (3s 4 + ηq 2 l 2 ) = 0. This coincides with the curvature singularity of the metric (16) and proves the compatibility between the results of GTD and black hole thermodynamics.
Consider now the fundamental equation (9) which, according to the analysis presented above, is a generalized homogeneous function of degree 1/2 that does not involve a redefinition of the thermodynamic variables, affecting the physical properties of the thermodynamic system. The thermodynamic metric (15) is again 3-dimensional and reduces to
Notice that in this case the Euler identity, which generates the conformal factor of g, reads 2M = 2ST + lL + ηqA 0 , using the notations introduced in Eq. (12) . A straightforward calculation leads to the following curvature scalar
where
The first curvature singularity located at (S 2 + Sl 2 + ηq 2 l 2 ) = 0 implies that the mass of the black hole vanishes; as mentioned above, we interpret this type of singularities as unphysical.
The second singularity is determined by the zeros of (3S 2 − Sl 2 + 3ηq 2 l 2 ), and indicates that there exists a second-order phase transition in phantom black holes that satisfy the condition l = ±3S/ 3S + 9q 2 . This is the geometric interpretation of a phase transition according to GTD. Now, we will see that this result is compatible with the interpretation of a phase transition in black hole thermodynamics. Indeed, the heat capacity that corresponds to the fundamental equation (9) is given by
We see that the phase transitions occur for (3S 2 − Sl 2 + 3ηq 2 l 2 ) = 0, a condition that determines exactly the same points of the equilibrium space where the thermodynamic curvature (22) diverges.
V. FINAL REMARKS
In this work, we investigated the thermodynamics and geometrothermodynamics of a spherically symmetric AdS charged phantom black hole. The electric charge has a phantom nature because the electromagnetic energy density that enters the corresponding action is negative. As a consequence, the field equations allow the existence of exact solutions with exotic properties. First, we investigated the fundamental equation that relates the total mass, the entropy and the phantom charge. We proved that for the fundamental equation
to be a homogeneous function, it is necessary to consider the cosmological constant as a thermodynamic variable. It turns out that the cosmological constant has the properties of an intensive variable and, therefore, in order for the fundamental equation to depend on extensive variables only, it is necessary to use the curvature radius instead. As a result, we obtain a fundamental equation whose mathematical properties resemble those of classical thermodynamic systems. Considering the cosmological constant as a thermodynamic variable implies that the equilibrium space must be extended by one dimension. A similar result was obtained recently [11] , by assuming that the energy of a black hole is not represented by its total mass, but by the corresponding enthalpy, indicating that the cosmological constant is an intensive thermodynamic variable similar to the pressure. Our results corroborate from a more formal mathematical point of view the intuitive analysis performed in [11] .
We investigate the properties of the extended 3-dimensional equilibrium space in the framework of GTD. To this end, we perform two different analysis. First, we show that it is possible to redefine the entropy of phantom black holes in such a way that the fundamental equation turns out to be a first-degree homogeneous function. In this case, the resulting physical properties of the system can be modified due to the redefinition of a thermodynamic variable. Nevertheless, we perform a comparison between the geometric properties of the equilibrium space and the predictions of the theory of black hole thermodynamics. We show that there exist curvature singularities at those places in the equilibrium space where second-order phase transitions occur. We interpret this result as a mathematical proof that GTD can correctly describe the properties of particular phantom black holes.
A more physical approach consists in analyzing the fundamental equation as a generalized homogeneous function of degree 1/2, without redefining thermodynamic variables. In this case, we also investigate the main thermodynamic properties of the phantom black hole system, and show that the analysis of the corresponding extended equilibrium space in the framework of GTD is compatible with the predictions of classical black hole thermodynamics.
We conclude that GTD correctly describes the thermodynamic properties of this particular class of AdS black holes with phantom charge.
